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The genomes of human carcinomas and several other tumor types are in an astonishing state of disarray. The extent of genome scrambling was only appreciated after development of high-resolution techniques. Spectral karyotyping (M-FISH, SKY) has painted a picture of extensive reshuffling of chromosome segments. Techniques that display the differences between normal and cancer genomes, combined with DNA microarrays (array-CGH, Pinkel et al. 1998; ROMA, Lucito et al. 2003), have revealed countless copy number changes. What is the origin of this genome instability? Recent findings make a compelling case for the view that genome instability in human cancer is largely rooted in telomere dysfunction. Dysfunctional telomeres can explain most genome alterations observed in human cancer (Fig. 1). Moreover, the telomere-shortening process that gives rise to dysfunctional telomeres takes place in the majority of human somatic cells, potentially explaining genome instability in many different human tumor types. Finally, a brief period of telomere dysfunction early in tumorigenesis can explain the transient nature of cancer genome instability. New data relating to these issues are discussed below.

TELOMERES AND THEIR FUNCTIONAL COLLAPSE

The molecular features of human telomeres are now understood in sufficient depth to permit formulation of a working model for how these elements protect chromosome ends (Fig. 2). In human cells, chromosomes termi-
nate in a long array of direct repeats that originate from telomerase, a telomere-specific reverse transcriptase with an RNA component that contains the template for the telomeric TTAGGG sequence (Chen and Greider 2005; Cristofari and Lingner 2005). Although DNA replication leads to progressive loss of telomeric DNA, most human and mouse cells have an adequate telomere reserve for extensive proliferation without telomerase. Ultimately, however, telomere attrition limits the proliferative life span of human cells so that activation of telomerase or an alternative pathway for telomere lengthening (ALT) is required for cellular immortalization (Neumann and Reddel 2005; Shay and Wright 2005). The ability of telomerase to counteract telomere attrition explains its virtual omnipresence in human cancer.

At the end of the telomeric repeat array, single-stranded TTAGGG repeats form a 50–300-nucleotide 3´ overhang. This tail is thought to be important for telomere function. EM analysis showed that the single-stranded TTAGGG repeats pair with CCCTAA repeats within the duplex telomeric repeat array, generating a large double-stranded loop, the t-loop (de Lange 2005a). Because the t-loop conceals the physical end of the chromosome, it might explain how cells distinguish natural chromosome ends from double-strand breaks (DSBs), but other aspects of the telomeric complex are likely to contribute to the protective function of telomeres as well. The telomeric DNA is associated with a telomere-specific protein complex, called shelterin (de Lange 2005b). Shelterin contains three telomeric DNA-binding proteins (TRF1, TRF2, and POT1) that together confer exquisite specificity for the sequence and structure of telomeric DNA. The complex is sufficiently abundant at chromosome ends to coat the whole duplex telomeric repeat array. Shelterin is at telomeres throughout the cell cycle and present in all human cells regardless of their proliferative state. Unlike telomerase, deletion of most shelterin components results in embryonic lethality in the mouse.

Shelterin has three main functions at telomeres. It protects telomeres from DNA repair enzymes and helps conceal chromosome ends from the DNA damage response signaling pathways. The third function of shelterin is to govern telomere length. Shelterin can control telomerase through a cis-acting negative feedback loop that maintains telomeres within a set size range (Smogorzewska and de Lange 2004). The challenge is to understand how shelterin and its associated factors execute these functions. In part, the answer may be found in the DNA remodeling activities of TRF1 and TRF2. Both proteins alter telomeric DNA into looped structures, suggesting that they promote t-loop formation in vivo. The t-loop structure has been invoked as an architectural mechanism to conceal chromosome ends from the repair enzymes that threaten telomere integrity and could explain why the DNA damage response does not get activated by natural chromosome ends.

Telomere function collapses when shelterin is inhibited or when the telomeric DNA has been shortened beyond a critical (but as yet undefined) minimal length. These two sources of telomere dysfunction have similar outcomes, suggesting that shortened telomeres fail to function because of insufficient loading of shelterin. Studies of the consequences of telomere attrition and shelterin inhibition have illuminated the types of genome damage resulting from telomere dysfunction.

**TELOMERE-RELATED GENOME INSTABILITY**

**The Root Cause: Repair of Dysfunctional Telomeres**

Telomere-related genome instability is caused by inappropriate DNA repair taking place at dysfunctional telomeres (Fig. 2). Damaged telomeres are processed by the two pathways that repair most DSBs: nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed repair (HDR). Both have potentially detrimental outcomes.

When the shelterin component TRF2 is inhibited or when telomeres become too short, chromosome end fusions are formed. Genetic dissection of the fusions generated by TRF2 loss indicates that they are dependent on DNA ligase IV, implicating the NHEJ pathway (Smogorzewska et al. 2002; Celli and de Lange 2005). The importance of the NHEJ pathway in this context is
that it generates covalently joined chromosomes that are not readily resolved during mitosis. The resulting problems in anaphase are one of the sources of telomere-related genome instability. A challenge in telomere biology is to understand the mechanism by which shelterin and other telomere-associated factors impede NHEJ and thereby prevent telomere-related genome instability. The most likely explanation is that the t-loop structure itself provides a major hurdle for NHEJ. NHEJ involves the loading of Ku70/80 on a DNA end, which is not available in the t-loop configuration. HDR at telomeres can also threaten genome integrity. Inappropriate recombination between two telomeres can elongate one telomere at the expense of another. Furthermore, HDR between a telomere and a chromosome-interna

Telomere-initiated BFB Cycles Generating Loss of Heterozygosity, Amplification, and Non-reciprocal Translocations

A main source of telomere-related chromosomal aberrations are the dicentric chromosomes formed when damaged telomeres are processed by NHEJ. Dicentrics are unstable, except when the two centromeres are so close that they function in concert. End-to-end fusions in human cells usually produce fused chromosomes with two independently functioning centromeres. Such dicentrics enter the so-called breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycles originally described by Barbara McClintock (1941). Upon breakage of the dicentric, the newly formed broken ends can initiate a second round of fusion, resulting in another dicentric chromosome and further BFB cycles. Unless the broken ends are healed with a functional telomere, the cells will have ongoing genome instability.

The BFB cycles initiated by a dicentric chromosome can have three outcomes pertinent to cancer genetics: gene losses (LOH), gene amplification, and non-reciprocal translocations (NRTs) (Fig. 3). LOH at cancer-relevant loci can occur upon breakage of a dicentric and concomitant asymmetric segregation of chromosome segments. Gene amplification is also a predicted outcome of BFB cycles, but requires the particularity that the fusion take place after DNA replication and involves sister chromatids (Fig. 3). BFB-driven gene amplification generates amplicons organized in inverted repeats, a structure frequently encountered in cancer. The integrity of the genome can further deteriorate when a broken dicentric recombines with another chromosome, giving rise to NRTs.

Inversions, Translocations, and Deletions

HDR of telomeres can also threaten genome integrity. Inappropriate recombination between two telomeres can elongate one telomere at the expense of another. Furthermore, HDR between a telomere and a chromosome-interna

Figure 3. Consequences of telomere fusion and dicentric chromosome formation.
another chromosome. These events can generate inversions, deletions, and NRTs (Fig. 4). Indirect evidence for the participation of telomeres in HDR events with chromosome internal telomeric DNA has been obtained from ERCC1−/− deficient cells (Zhu et al. 2003). These cells form extrachromosomal fragments containing telomeric DNA, called telomeric DNA-containing double-minute chromosomes, TDMs, which are the predicted product of homologous recombination between interstitial telomeric DNA and a dysfunctional telomere (see Fig. 4C).

Telomere-related Tetraploidy and Aneuploidy

Telomere dysfunction is also a potential source of aneuploidy because damaged telomeres can induce endoreduplication (Fig. 5). The tetraploid cells formed by endoreduplication are the likely precursor to aneuploid genomes (Fig. 1). How cells manage to enter S phase without completing mitosis is not known. It appears that reentry into S phase occurs before anaphase. This follows from analysis of primary human cells which have become tetraploid in response to TRF2 inhibition (Smogorzewska and de Lange 2002). The metaphase spreads of such cells often show the presence of diplochromosomes, made up of four chromatids that are closely apposed or connected at the centromere. This indicates that the centromeric cohesin was still present at the time that the cell entered the second round of DNA replication. Since the centromeric cohesin is degraded at anaphase, the presence of diplochromosomes indicates that endoreduplication took place in a cell that had passed through S phase but had not yet entered anaphase. Tetraploid cells with multiple centrosomes are also observed in primary cells undergoing replicative senescence and appear to be a general outcome of telomere dysfunction. However, the frequency of these events is usually low, affecting at most 15% of the population. Once a cell has become tetraploid, chromosome missegregation can generate aneuploid daughter cells (Fig. 1). A tetraploid cell is better able to survive genome damage, since loss of essential functions is less likely. Thus, tetraploidy and its associated aneuploidy form an ideal setting for the accumulation of oncogenic lesions.

Repression of Telomere-related Genome Instability by DNA Damage Checkpoints

Telomere-related genome instability can be prevented by the activation of the DNA damage response resulting in the culling of cells with dysfunctional telomeres. This telomere damage response has also been invoked as a pathway that limits the proliferative potential of incipient tumor cells once their telomere reserve has been depleted. It is therefore important to understand how cells detect dysfunctional telomeres. Recent data have shown that damaged telomeres activate the canonical DNA damage response (Fig. 2). The ATM kinase is activated, resulting in phosphorylation of Chk2, up-regulation of p53, and induction of p21. The DNA damage response can be detected at the dysfunctional telomeres themselves in the form of the so-called Telomere dysfunction Induced Foci (TIFs), which contain DNA damage response markers such as the Mre11 complex, 53BP1, and γ-H2AX (d’Adda di Fagagna et al. 2003; Takai et al. 2003). Activation of the ATM pathway by damaged telomeres can block entry into S phase through p21-mediated inhibition of Chk2-cyclE, and p53 can induce apoptosis or senescence if the telomere damage persists.

Although the ATM kinase is a prominent transducer of the telomere damage signal, the ATR kinase, and possibly other PIKKs, can respond to dysfunctional telomeres as well (Herbig et al. 2004). For example, A-T cells retain the ability to arrest in response to dysfunctional telomeres, and global inhibition of PIKKs with caffeine and wortmannin is required to extinguish the TIFs (Takai et al. 2003). Redundancy in the telomere damage signal is also present at the level of the effectors. Most data suggest that...
the p53 pathway is the dominant effector of telomere damage as it is for general DNA damage. However, p53-deficient fibroblasts, although dampened in their response to dysfunctional telomeres, still have the ability to undergo senescence. This secondary pathway is dependent on p16INK4a. Ablation of both p53 and p16 is required to allow fibroblasts with telomere damage to enter S phase unimpeded (Jacobs and de Lange 2004; for a contrasting view, see Herbig et al. 2004). The telomere damage response is also abrogated in cells lacking p21, consistent with the proposal that p21 is the ultimate arbiter of G1/S regulation in response to DNA damage (Brown et al. 1997).

Synthesis and Scenario

What is known about telomere dynamics, telomere function, checkpoint status, and telomerase activity can be synthesized into a scenario that plays out early in tumorigenesis before invasive characteristics have been attained. This scenario describes three distinct stages of telomere dysfunction, each with different consequences for tumorigenesis.

1. Telomere attrition and p53-dependent tumor suppression. Telomere shortening in the early stages of tumorigenesis will eventually induce a DNA damage response, and the accompanying apoptosis or senescence can block tumorigenic potential. In the epithelial compartment and in lymphoid cells, apoptosis is the predominant outcome of telomere dysfunction, whereas senescence is observed in fibroblasts. Although mouse models (see below) suggest a tumor-suppressive effect of shortening telomeres, it is not yet clear whether telomere-driven apoptosis and senescence contribute to tumor suppression in humans. Because both pathways rely heavily on p53 activation, loss of p53 (or other components of this pathway) would curb the immediate tumor-suppressive effect of telomere shortening. In this regard, the order of events is crucial. Is p53 still functional when the telomeres become too short? The answer depends on the replicative history of the cells and the other challenges faced by the transformed cells. For instance, selection for loss of p53 function can occur when hyperplastic and neoplastic growths experience hypoxia (Graeber et al. 1996) or when cells experience a DNA damage response due to inappropriate entry into S phase (Hartkova et al. 2005; Gorgoulis et al. 2005). In p53-deficient fibroblasts, p16 can impede proliferation in response to telomere dysfunction, but it is not yet clear whether this second effector can block other cell types from proliferating beyond the telomere barrier (Jacobs and de Lange 2005). Thus, this first stage in the telomere–cancer scenario is still speculative in human cancer.

2. Crisis due to lethal levels of telomere-related genome instability. Several types of selective pressure, including telomere dysfunction, can explain the emergence of p53-deficient cells in the early stages of tumorigenesis. Such cells are expected to proliferate even if some of their telomeres are defective. If the cell has become tetraploid due to the initial telomere damage response, it may tolerate a considerable level of telomere-related genome instability. Chromosome non-disjunction and ongoing BFB cycles would not necessarily generate daughter cells with lethal genetic deficiencies. Upon further proliferation, the genome will become increasingly unstable. As more telomeres shorten beyond the minimal functional length, more chromosome end fusions and BFB cycles will follow. The accumulating stress on the genome eventually will curb the proliferative potential of these cells, precipitating a...
growth crisis. There are no clear genetic determinants of the way in which a cell population perishes at this point, suggesting nonspecific cell death events due to different genetic deficiencies in the daughter cells. At this stage, cells can only stay alive if telomerase heals the dysfunctional telomeres and adds telomeres to the DSBs that have resulted from telomere-related chromosome breakage.

3. Telomerase keeps telomeres on the verge. Telomerase up-regulation, the final step in this scenario, often occurs early in tumor development. For instance, in breast cancer, telomerase activity becomes robust at the DCIS stage, before an invasive phenotype is acquired (Herbert et al. 2001; Meeker and Argani 2004). At this stage, telomere attrition has already removed much of the telomere reserve, providing a selective pressure for a telomere maintenance system. A similar scenario seems to apply to other epithelial cancers (Meeker et al. 2004). Once telomerase is activated, the level of telomere-related genome instability will diminish and BFB cycles can be abrogated by de novo telomere addition. The abrogation of BFB cycles will provide telomerase-positive cells with a considerable proliferative advantage.

Even though telomerase is expressed, tumor telomeres tend to be short (de Lange et al. 1990; Hastie et al. 1996). Work on telomere length maintenance has revealed how cells can attain short but stable telomeres. The length of telomeres is determined by at least three parameters: the activity telomerase, the rate of telomere shortening, and a telomere length homeostasis pathway governed by shelterin. Shelterin is a complex of four proteins that inhibit telomerase at a telomere that has become too long (Smogorzewska and de Lange 2004). As more shelterin is recruited, the level of telomere-related genome instability will diminish and BFB cycles can be abrogated by de novo telomere addition. The abrogation of BFB cycles will provide telomerase-positive cells with a considerable proliferative advantage.

Inherent in the Scenario: A Transient Burst of Telomere-related Genome Instability

One of the most compelling arguments in favor of telomere dysfunction as a source of genome instability in cancer is based on its transient occurrence. A mutator phenotype is favored when extrinsic or intrinsic forces require generation of variants. Through hitchhiking with selected mutations, a mutator phenotype can become fixed in the population. Such persistence of a mutator allele comes at a cost, since most mutations are deleterious. A brief episode of high mutation rate followed by return to a more stable genome would avoid a potential mutational load that might hamper proliferation. In this regard, telomere dysfunction is different from other sources of genome instability, since it is reversible through the up-regulation of telomerase. Upon acquisition of sufficient telomerase levels, this period of telomere-related scrambling will end, resulting in more stable, yet altered, genomes. The notion that tumors develop through a brief period of telomere dysfunction that generates extensive genetic diversity is borne out by data on genomic alterations during the development of breast cancer (Chan et al. 2004).

Alternative Scenario: Tumors Lacking Telomere-related Genome Instability

If telomerase is active before malignant transformation, telomere-related genome instability is less likely to occur. Examples are the lymphomas and leukemias, probably arising in telomerase-competent cell types. The genomes of these types of cancer, while carrying telltale balanced translocations, often lack the complex karyotypes seen in carcinomas (Hiilgenfeld et al. 1999; Rosochek et al. 2003). Another scenario is represented by the solid tumors of early childhood, which may have ample telomere reserve and emerge as clinically detectable malignancies in a relatively short time period, thus limiting the impact of replicative telomere attrition. For example, retinoblastomas have simple karyotypes and often lack telomerase (Gupta et al. 1996). Neuroblastomas can also arise without telomerase activation and, in this tumor type, absence of telomerase is correlated with better outcome (Hiyama et al. 1995, 1997; Stetuk et al. 2001).

Modeling in the Mouse

In order to mimic the telomere biology of human cells, telomerase-deficient mice have to be propagated over several generations so that their telomeres become sufficiently short. When such mice are challenged with DMBA/TPA to promote skin tumors, short telomeres have a tumor-suppressive effect (Gonzalez-Suarez et al. 2008). Similar results were obtained in the INK4a(delta 2-3) mouse model (Greenberg et al. 1999), several models for hepatocellular carcinoma (Farazi et al. 2003), and ApcMin-induced intestinal carcinoma (Rudolph et al. 2001). In these settings, telomere shortening has little or no effect on the incidence of early-stage lesions, rather, the telomere tumor suppressor pathway appears to limit tumor progression. Although telomere attrition can limit tumor outgrowth in several mouse models, dysfunctional telomeres promote tumorigenesis in mice with a deficient p53 pathway.
This difference is likely to be due to the role of p53 in enforcing cell cycle arrest after telomere damage. Mice cells that lack p53 continue to proliferate despite telomere dysfunction, so that the tumor-suppressive aspect of telomere dysfunction is abrogated. In that setting, the ability of telomere dysfunction to promote tumorigenesis emerges (Chin et al. 1999). A seminal experiment showed that dysfunctional telomeres specifically promote malignant transformation of epithelial cells (Artandi et al. 2000). The telomere attrition generated in the mTERC–/– mouse induced a remarkable shift in the tumor spectrum associated with heterozygosity for p53. Whereas p53–/– mice which usually develop lymphomas and sarcomas, when combined with telomere dysfunction, p53–/– status leads to a predominance of carcinomas. As expected, these tumors have lost the wild-type p53 allele. Karyotypic analysis indicates a higher burden of genome rearrangements in the tumors, including both clonal and nonclonal NRTs. Furthermore, these tumors show amplification and LOH, as predicted based on the known outcomes of telomere dysfunction.

Although the telomerase knockout mouse model has been extremely informative, there are two aspects of human tumorigenesis that it does not reflect. In this model, tumorigenesis takes place in the context of persistent telomere dysfunction. Telomerase is absent and cannot be activated. As argued above, human tumorigenesis is more likely to progress through a transient burst of telomere-related genome instability, followed by telomerase-mediated (partial) stabilization of the genome. A second potential difference is found in the telomere damage signaling pathway in murine and human cells. Human fibroblasts can respond to telomere damage through the up-regulation of either p53 or p16, whereas mouse fibroblasts lack the p16 response. Therefore, loss of p53 is sufficient to abrogate the cell cycle arrest upon telomere damage in the mouse system. The challenge will be to create mouse models that address these issues and more efficiently to abrogate the cell cycle arrest upon telomere dysfunction in the mouse system. The challenge will be to create mouse models that address these issues and more accurately reflect telomere biology in human cells.
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